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Abstract

As motor-supplied braking torque is applied to the wheels in an entirely different way to hydraulic friction braking systems and it is usually only connected to one axle complicated effects such as wheel slip and locking, vehicle body bounce and braking distance variation will inevitability impact on the performance and safety of braking. The potential for braking energy recovery in typical driving cycles is presented to show its benefit in this study. A general predictive model is designed to analysis the economic and dynamic performance of blended braking systems, satisfying the relevant regulations/laws and critical limitations. Braking strategies for different purposes are proposed to achieve a balance between braking performance, driving comfort and energy recovery rate. Special measures are taken to avoid any effects of motor failure. All strategies are analyzed in detail for various braking events. Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), such as ABS and EBD, are properly integrated to work with the regenerative braking system (RBS) harmoniously. Different switching plans during braking are discussed. The braking energy recovery rates and brake force distribution details for different driving cycles are simulated. Results for two of the cycles in an ‘Eco’ mode are measured on a drive train test rig and found to agree with the simulated results to within approximately 10%. Reliable conclusions can thus be gained on the economic benefit and dynamic braking performance. The strategies proposed in this paper are shown to not only achieve comfortable and safe braking during all driving conditions, but also to significantly reduce cost in both the short and long term.
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1. Introduction

The benefit of regenerative braking by blended braking systems, combining electric and friction brakes, has been theoretically and experimentally validated in many kinds of electric vehicle (EV), e.g. battery electric vehicle (BEV) \([1,2]\), fuel cell electric vehicle (FEV) \([3]\), and hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) \([4]\). A plethora of similar papers can be found which focus on braking energy recovery improvement by optimizing strategies and studying the performance of braking system itself. Nian, at al used PID control and fuzzy logic in a brushless DC motor to realize regenerative braking and prolong driving range, ensuring the braking quality at the same time \([5]\). A vehicle lateral motion state based adaptive control strategy was proposed by Han and Park to guarantee the vehicle controllability and stability \([6]\). Electromechanical brake was
integrated into regenerative braking to ensure braking force distribution ratio follow an optimal curve, instead of a linear line [7]. According to the results from Gao, et al, blended braking system structure plays an important role in energy recovery rate [8]. Zhang developed a regenerative braking system by utilizing as much as possible mature components, integrating cooperative regeneration with Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)/Traction Control System (TCS) functions, which provided system reliability, low development cost and risk at the same time [9]. Battery current balance during regenerative braking was investigated in [10] by experimental analysis in both used-defined and FTP-75 driving cycles.

However, the frequently mentioned energy recovering ability and braking performance, in the above studies, are just two of the key factors in blended braking system design, and are not mutually independent. The safety issues introduced by the addition of a brake-by-wire system, the braking performance affected by a combination strategy, the potential economic benefits, and the relationship of economic benefit and braking performance need to be considered as well. Specially testing maneuvers for blended braking system, which are often neglected by many studies, are required to validate the braking performance in all conditions [11,12]. The problems became more complicated when a multi-speed gearbox became popular on EVs, such as an Automatic Transmission (AT), Automated Manual Transmission (AMT) or Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) is added to improve the dynamic performance and driving range, then additional problems of response delay and torque interruption are introduced [13–15]. These problems are of particular concern for the simplified two-speed Dual Clutch Transmission (DCT), which has been proven to be extremely suitable for EVs [16,17]. Additionally, safety-oriented driver assistance system, such as the Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) and Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD), should also be integrated into blended braking strategies properly to ensure their effectiveness [18,19]. At last, for any of these complicated powertrain architectures, specially designed braking algorithms are needed to ensure safe braking, while recapturing as much kinetic energy as possible.

In this paper, an optimized blended braking strategy with a manual/automatic switch over function is proposed to achieve the balance between braking performance and energy recovery ability. This demonstrates the energy recovering improvement based economic benefit. A comprehensive investigation of the energy recovery, safety issues, braking dynamic performance, and economic benefit of a multi-speed transmission based blended braking system is clearly addressed.

Based on the achievement and limitations of previous papers, a brief breakdown of the comprehensive researching work, regarding to the dynamic performance and economic benefit of braking energy recovering on multi-speed BEV, is presented in following parts:

1. The energy lost in conventional friction braking is reported to indicate the maximum potential gains from regenerative braking,

2. The strengths and weaknesses of blended braking in a two-speed DCT based front-drive BEV are discussed.
3. The advantage of load transfer to the motor-connected front axle during braking is examined, while the torque interruption in gear shifting presents a disadvantage.

4. Different strategies are designed to either recapture maximum braking energy, or achieve the best braking performance, or to compromise between energy recovery and braking performance.

5. A simulation model is established to analyse the details of braking force distribution, wheel slip, and kinetic energy recovery rates in various test conditions.

6. One of the strategies is validated experimentally on an electric powertrain test bench for city and highway driving cycles.

7. Finally, the economic benefit of blended braking systems with different strategies is evaluated, in terms of fuel cost, initial manufacturing cost and maintenance cost.

8. Superior dynamic performance and economic benefit are obtained than for the strategies used in another recent study [20].

Some of the above content has been presented in paper [21] by a subset of the authors. That content is included here for completeness, but the content is restructured and rewritten, and extended with the new results on the brake force distribution, dynamic performance and economic benefit analysis of energy recovering.

2. Maximum Kinetic Energy Recovery

In EVs, regenerative braking captures the drop in the vehicle’s kinetic energy, which in traditional Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) vehicles is lost as heat in friction brakes. However, the different working principles and the potential safety risks have been barriers to large-scale commercialization. To assess whether it is worth the extra cost of additional equipment and R&D to achieve a blended braking system for EVs, one must know the potential gain, i.e. how much energy is consumed by braking.

Fig.1 shows the distributions of energy consumption in several typical driving cycles for a medium size passenger Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV), without regenerative braking. The results are based on the integral of driving energy consumption and energy lost in friction braking with respect to time. The dynamic energy consumption in driving of specification Table 1A, i.e. rolling, aerodynamic drag and acceleration, is calculated by Eq.1, which is the product of vehicle dynamic resistance and travel distance per computational step size. According to the target speed profile of cycles, the dynamic friction braking force is achieved in Simulink model, shown in Fig.2. For city or hybrid cycles, the energy wasted in braking is very high, e.g. 39% in the California Unified Cycle (LA92) and 35% in Urban Driving Dynamometer Schedules (UDDS). In fact, the energy wasted can easily go over 50% during peak commuting times in congested cities. Even in the highway cycle Highway Fuel Economy Testing (HWFET), with less acceleration and deceleration events, the braking loss is still a considerable 15%. Though not all of the energy can be recaptured, these figures show the significant potential for a regenerative braking system (RBS) to extend driving range, thus saving energy use cost.
\[ \Delta E_{driving} = (mgC_R \cos \varphi + mg \sin \varphi + C_D A u^2 / 21.15 + \delta m d_u / d_t) \times \Delta x \]  

where \( C_R \) is the rolling resistance coefficient, \( \varphi \) represents the slop degree, \( C_D \) is the aerodynamic drag coefficient, \( A \) is the front area, \( u \) is vehicle velocity in km/h, \( \delta m \) is the equivalent mass in acceleration including the rotational components. \( \Delta x \) represents the travel distance per computational step size in Simulink model.

Figure 1: Energy consumption distribution in driving cycles, with the energy lost in braking shown in blue.

3. Powertrain Topology

The simulation model shown in Fig. 2 has been created to evaluate the safety and energy recovery performance of a blended braking system. It is a backward-facing model in which the desired driving cycle speed profile is assigned. For the given speed profile, the Vehicle Control Unit (VCU) calculates the required driving and braking torques and the power from the battery. The total required braking torque is apportioned in the ‘Brake Torque Distribution’ block into three command paths, to the front (axle) motor brake, the front friction brake, and the rear friction brake, according to the selected strategy. The regenerative braking torque is limited by the motor’s maximum torque ability, which is a function of speed, and by the maximum charging current capability of the battery, which is a function of its state of charge. The motor torque goes through a stepped transmission, before being applied on the driven front axle. In the alternate torque command path, mechanical friction braking is directly applied to the wheels, front or rear, via a hydraulic system.
The advantages and details of a two-speed DCT-based BEV have been introduced in Ref [22]. Here, only topics relating to braking in this new DCT structure are examined. Fig.3a depicts the two-speed DCT-based powertrain topology, and Fig.3b shows the powertrain’s installation on the test bench used in this study. The test rig incorporates a high rotational inertia provided by four railway wheels to mimic the linear inertia of a moving vehicle.

The benefits of using front wheel drive in traditional ICE vehicles carry over to BEVs, such as lower cost, simpler design, control and manufacture, and greater boot space. Furthermore, for BEVs there is the additional advantage that regenerative braking has greater energy recovery potential on the front axle compared to the rear axle due to load transfer. The dynamic added weight on the front axle when braking or on the rear axle when accelerating is expressed:

$$\Delta \text{Weight} = amh_g/w$$

(2)

where a is the vehicle longitudinal acceleration, $h_g$ is the height of the centre of mass, w is the wheelbase length and m is the total vehicle mass [23]. Fig.4 gives the ratio of the normal forces on the front and rear wheels at different deceleration rates of specification Table 1A. The ratio increases from 1.15 at constant speed to approximately 1.54 at 1 g (9.81 ms$^{-2}$) deceleration. The normal wheel load determines the maximum available friction force given the friction coefficient $\mu$ between a specific road and tyre, according to:

$$F_{\text{friction}} = \mu F_{\text{normal}}$$

(3)
Thus, the additional normal load on the front axle during braking enables greater regenerative braking from a front-mounted motor.

Figure 4: Ratio of the normal loads on the front and rear wheels during braking for a typical city vehicle chassis.
In addition to the braking stability and performance testing procedures implemented in conventional vehicles, BEV which is equipped with a non-hydraulic RBS need specialized testing to isolate any potential system failures. For example, with the regenerated energy typically being deposited in the battery, any effect on the RBS from the battery being full charged must be tested.

In Europe, general safety requirements for new vehicles are legislated in Regulation (EC) No 661/2009 [24]. Specific requirements for braking systems are legislated by one or other of the following UNECE Regulations depending on the vehicle type and mass, the first Regulation applying to cars (category M1 being passenger vehicles of up to 8 passenger seats with maximum laden mass less than 3.5 tonnes):

- ECE Regulation 13H for light passenger vehicles (M1) and optionally light goods vehicles (N1) [25]
- ECE Regulation 13 for virtually all other vehicles [26]

ECE 13H and 13 divide the types of regenerative braking systems into three categories and describe the testing procedures in great detail [25],[27]:

- Category A: The electric regenerative system is not part of the (“service” or main) braking system. Typically, the function and the braking feeling reflected to the driver are similar to engine braking in ICE vehicles.
- Category B Non-Phased: The electric regenerative system is part of the braking system and regeneration commences or is increased when the brake is applied. The electric regenerative force starts to be developed at the same time as or slightly after the conventional friction brakes. This is also described as a parallel blended braking system.
- Category B Phased: The electric regenerative system is part of the braking system and the regenerative force can be developed ahead of any braking from the conventional friction brakes. This is also known as a serial blended braking system. This system allows the maximum amount of regenerative energy to be recovered.

Whichever the type of regenerative braking system, ECE 13H and 13 have the compulsory requirement of granting any Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) an override priority to control braking. Similar procedures are presented in the United States National Highway Traffic Safety Administration [28].

To demonstrate compliance of the aforementioned regulations, the following specially designed maneuvers [27] and typical driving cycles are selected to test blended braking systems on BEV:

- Single straight line braking with piecewise braking force;
- The cooperation of ABS, Electronic Braking Force Distribution (EBD) and RBS;
• Load varying braking;
• Gear shift during braking;
• NEDC, UDDS, HWFET, LA92 and JP1015 [29–33];

5. Braking Strategies

5.1 Regenerative braking capability

Compared to hydraulic braking systems (HBS), the available regenerative braking torque is restricted by many factors, including the maximum available motor torque (which is a function of motor speed), the transmission gear ratios, and the maximum acceptable battery current. Therefore, the HBS must be ready to automatically compensate for any unexpected electric braking absence or diminishment, at any time. Furthermore, the HBS must be ready to adjust its braking output torque to an appropriate level to meet the driver’s deceleration demand when the driving conditions change, for example if the vehicle hits a patch of ice.

The available regenerative braking on the front wheels is restricted by the motor peak output torque, the speed and the gear ratio. As we can see from Eq.5, the maximum braking force from the motor of specification Table 1A is limited to approximately 5 kN when the vehicle runs in 2nd gear. Even when the vehicle runs in 1st gear with a bigger torque amplification ratio, shown in Eq.4, the available maximum motor braking force is only 8 kN. Because the peak motor torque can only be supplied up to a certain speed, namely 2500 rpm for the motor of the specification of Table 1A, These maximum torques are only available during the starting period until each gear’s ‘turning point’, given by Eq.6 and Eq.7, above which the maximum available braking torque drops as shown by the top operating boundary curves of Fig.5. For this reason, mechanical braking is still necessary for BEVs, in addition to the safety concerns.

For mild or moderate braking in the normal speed range, the required braking force can be supplied by the motor alone. However, under heavy braking or for the vehicle cruising at high speed, the motor has to cooperate with mechanical friction braking to stop the vehicle jointly.

\[
Brake_{\text{max,1}}: \frac{T_{\text{max}}}{r} = 300 \times \frac{8.45}{0.3125} N = 8112 N
\]

\[
Brake_{\text{max,2}}: \frac{T_{\text{max}}}{r} = 300 \times \frac{5.36}{0.3125} N = 5146 N
\]

Turning point vehicle speed in 1st gear:
\[
\frac{2500 \times 2 \times \pi \times 0.3125 \times 3.6}{8.45 \times 60} = 35 \text{ km}
\]

Turning point vehicle speed in 2nd gear:
\[
\frac{2500 \times 2 \times \pi \times 0.3125 \times 3.6}{5.36 \times 60} = 55 \text{ km}
\]
Figure 5: Available operating region of the motor braking force on the front wheels in different gears, also showing contours of motor efficiency.

5.2 Stability and controllability in braking

Backward-sloping colored lines in Fig. 6 are the lines of constant total braking force, corresponding to the indicated deceleration values (as multiples of g). Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 give the maximum available friction force for front and rear tyres as a function of the road-tire friction coefficient.

\[
F_{bf} = \mu mg (L_b + z h_g) / L
\]  
\[
F_{br} = \mu mg (L_a - z h_g) / L
\]

where \( F_{bf} \) and \( F_{br} \) are the dynamic maximum friction force on front and rear wheels during decelerating based on load transfer. \( L_a \) and \( L_b \) are the distance from wheel centre to the CoM.

The total maximum friction force is

\[
\text{Maximum} \ (F_{bf} + F_{br}) = \mu mg
\]

The vertical and horizontal black dash-dot lines represent the maximum available friction force based on different friction factors \( \mu \) and the vehicle specification in Table. 1A (see the Appendix). In other words, if the braking force applied to the wheels exceeds the critical threshold on a particular \( \mu \) road, the wheel will lock. Generally, \( \mu \) is less than 1.2, which means the maximum deceleration should be lower than 1.2g to avoid wheel locking, although the deceleration can go over 3g by improving vehicle aerodynamics structure and driving on a specially designed road, e.g. as is the case in Formula 1 racing. In this paper, considering the various road conditions and tire types used by the majority of passenger vehicles, which together determine
the friction factor, the maximum $\mu$ is set to 0.9 for safety at the cost of wasting some braking
capability. The two red dash-dot bolt lines in Fig.6 are the braking force limitations of front and
rear wheels in this paper. For some special low $\mu$ road conditions such as wet and snow, the
wheel locking risk generated by hard braking will be handled by ABS.

Solid blue line I joins the operating points of maximum total force for varying friction coefficient.
If the front/rear wheel braking force distribution ratios always follow this blue curve, known as
‘Ideal’ braking force distribution ratio, vehicle will make the maximum utilization of road-tyre
friction force and ensure the most stability and controllability in braking. For all load conditions,
UNECE Regulations demand that the adhesion coefficient utilization curve of the rear axle must
not be higher than the curve for the front axle [34,35]. With reference to Fig.6, this means that
the force distribution curve should always be lower than the ideal curve.

There are lots of braking related regulations and directives from worldwide governments and
organizations, but regulations in most countries are very similar to ensure that road vehicles are
designed and constructed to decelerate safely and efficiently under all conditions of operation.
The European UN Regulation 13-H is recognized as a valid type-approval standard in all EU and
many non-EU countries, with members of the 1958 Agreement including Japan, USA, Canada,
Australia, Korea, China, India, and Malaysia. It requires that, for all states of loading, two-axle
vehicles that are not equipped with ABS, the rate of braking must meet the requirement of
Eq.11

$$z = a/g > 0.1 + 0.85(\mu - 0.2) \quad (11)$$

Although for the weight of the vehicle assumed in the specification of Table 1.A, UN Regulation
13-H actually applies, in which the 0.85 factor in Eq.11 is replaced by 0.70, we will adopt the
more demanding 0.85 factor of Regulation 13 assuming a greater margin of safety is desired.
The distribution of braking forces is given by Eq.12 and Eq.13, which is shown by the golden
curve in Fig.6.

$$F_{bf} = (L_b + z h_g)(z + 0.07)g/0.85L \quad (12)$$
$$F_{br} = mgz - F_{bf} \quad (13)$$
In summary, the area, restricted by solid blue ‘Ideal braking force distribution’ curve, red dash-dot ‘maximum available friction braking force on front wheels’ curve, golden ECE R13-H regulation curve, and horizontal axis, indicates the range of available braking force distribution ratios of front and rear wheels.

5.3 Safety (Motor Priority) Strategy

Braking safety, including stopping distance, stability and controllability, is always the top priority and is likely to be tested by bad weather and road conditions. The motion of a wheel in a normal driving vehicle consists of two parts, namely rolling and sliding, which causes a difference between the speeds of the vehicle and the wheel. In the longitudinal direction, if the force applied to the wheel by brake calipers exceeds the maximum available friction force between the tires and ground, then the relative motion between the tires and road will change from a mix of sliding and rolling to pure sliding (Eq.3). This phenomenon is known as ‘wheel lock’. Specific to the blended braking system, it occurs when the total braking force from the motor and calipers exceeds the friction force from the ground:

\[ f_{\text{regen}} + f_{\text{caliper}} > f_{\text{brake friction}} = mg\mu \]  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The wheel slip ratio is defined as the ratio of difference between the rotational speed of the wheel and the translational velocity of the wheel center:

\[ \lambda = \Delta v/v = (\omega r_{\text{dyn}} - v)/v \]  \hspace{1cm} (15)
\( \omega \) is the wheel rotation speed and \( r_{\text{dyn}} \) represents the dynamic radius of the wheel, which is determined indirectly by measuring the travel distance per rotation circle. \( \lambda \) is a value from 0 to 1 representing the motion of wheel from freely rolling to lock. The solid blue curve in Fig.7 shows the dependence of the friction factor \( \mu \) on the longitudinal slip ratio \( \lambda \) on dry asphalt pavement. The \( \mu \) drops significantly when the vehicle is travelling on a wet or snow-covered road, which are presented by solid and dashed green curves. Moreover, a steering angle causes the friction factor to fall as well.

The force in the lateral direction of the road-tire contact surface directly affects the direction controllability of the vehicle. A locked wheel cannot generate lateral force to offset the sideslip trend, when cornering or unintentionally steering during an emergency brake, resulting in unnecessary under-steering and uncontrollable over-steering. As shown in Fig.7, the lateral friction factor falls dramatically with increased longitudinal braking slip ratio. For example, for a wheel with 5° steering angle and 20% longitudinal slip ratio, the lateral friction factor only equals half that of pure straight driving. When the longitudinal slip ratio hits 100% (wheel lock), steering input has no result on yaw motion because the front tires are saturated, and no lateral force can be generated. If it happens to the front wheel, the vehicle will lose steering ability. However, there is no directional instability because whenever the lateral movement of the front wheels occurs, a self-correcting moment due to the inertial force of the vehicle about the yaw center of the rear axle will be developed [36]. Consequently, it tends to bring the vehicle back to a straight line path. In contrast, if the rear wheels are locked, they lose their capability to generate the required side forces and the rear end might start to slide sideways, losing directional stability. The omitted red arrows on the rear wheel and front wheels, in the ‘Over-steering’ and ‘Under-steering’ Fig.6 schematics, indicate the locked wheels and lost lateral force. The black arrows show the potential movement directions.

![Figure 7: The influence of slip ratio, steering angle (“a” in degrees) and road condition on friction factor [37]](image-url)
The most ‘Safety’ strategy should properly distribute braking force to each wheel, keeping their operating points below the maximum front and rear road friction curves (Red dash-dot bolt lines in Fig.6). Use this strategy at maximum braking all wheels lock simultaneously.

The critical threshold of deceleration rate in an emergency brake, also known as ABS activation threshold, is set as 0.7g in this paper. It is worth noting that the thresholds vary according to wet or dry road conditions. Wet road conditions trigger ABS activation when deceleration exceeds 0.65g, whereas dry road conditions trigger ABS activation when deceleration exceeds 0.90g [38]. ABS is assumed to activate if adjustable maximum deceleration thresholds are exceeded. There are two main reasons why the method used in the model to determine ABS activation was employed. For the ABS Activation condition and for emergency braking conditions that use ABS activation as triggering criteria, is simply set as 0.7g. First, this threshold is widely used in a lot of applications, testing procedures and researching reports [39–42]. Second, the incidence of braking events with peak decelerations above 0.7g is relatively rare, occurring, on average, approximately once every 4800 [38].

Therefore, if the strategy is manually set to ‘Safety’, or if the deceleration rate goes over this threshold value in other strategies, then the braking force must be ideally distributed to the front and rear wheels, i.e. on the blue curve I in Fig.6. To recapture as much braking energy as possible, ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ strategy is proposed, in which the motor takes responsibility for supplying the required front torque until reaching its maximum ability. The principal and details of this strategy are presented in Fig.9. Of course, any wheel lock occurrence would be detected and avoided by ABS. Non-ideal braking force distribution strategies result in asynchronous wheel locking time, which can cause over-steering or under-steering.

Figure 8: Schematic over-steering and under-steering when wheels lock, shown in red. Red arrows show lateral forces on unlocked wheels.
5.4 Eco Strategy

To maximize the recovery of braking energy, only the front electric brake is utilized while deceleration remains below the critical intersection point, which is determined by the horizontal axis and ECE R13-H regulation curve. After that, the ratio of front and rear axle braking force follows the ECE regulation curve, the golden one in Fig.6, until the deceleration triggers the emergency situation-0.7g. Then, the distribution strategy jumps to the ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’.

Figure 9: The Cooperation of RBS, EBD and ABS
5.5 Sport Strategy

Aggressive driving is desired when the driver intentionally selects this strategy. High acceleration and deceleration and more frequent start-stops may increase the possibility of motor failure. Therefore, any motor failure caused by the frequent and fast changed torque requirements should be avoided. This requires that the demanded motor torque never exceeds the motor ability, regardless of the motor speed and gear ratio. Because the available electric brake varies according to the motor speed and gear ratio for a full pedal brake. The minimum available electric force in a full pedal brake \((Regen_{min})\) appeals at the highest motor speed with the minimum gear ratio, which are 8000 rpm and 5.36 respectively in the specification of Table.1A. To ensure this critical value is always lower than the required electric brake, the ratio of minimum full pedal electric brake force and the theoretical maximum brake force (mu equals 1) is defined as the ratio of regenerative/total required brake:

\[
\frac{Regen_{\min}}{Friction_{\max}} = \frac{T_{\min} \times i_{g2}}{r \times m \times g \times mu} = \frac{150 \times 5.36}{0.3125 \times 1500 \times 9.81 \times 0.9} = 19.4\% \tag{16}
\]

Compared to the Eco strategy when electric braking has the priority and mechanical braking works as a supplement, the mechanical braking torque and the motor supplied braking torque act jointly all the time in Sport strategy. Based on the braking force distribution in Safety strategy, additional 15.8% of total required braking force is applied to the front axle, comes from motor. Consequently, if motor works well, the friction and electric braking force will increase continuously and smoothly without any braking source alternation, at a fixed ratio. If motor out of order, the mechanical braking will work alone with an ‘ideal’ front/rear distribution ratio to guarantee a stable and controllable deceleration.

5.6 Motor Fault Insurance Strategy

Generally, electromagnetic equipment is considered to be not as robust as a hydraulic system. Specific to the blended braking system, motor downtime is a very dangerous situation, whether caused by IGBT failure or temperature protection. Especially during long continuous downhill braking, high current may cause motor overheating and trigger a protection mechanism, especially if the cooling system is out of order. It is not common, but is a serious event. A fail-safe provision of hydraulic braking should be activated immediately when electric braking torque is limited or a ‘torque error’ is detected. Including consideration of motor overload and error redundancy, a fail-safe mechanism for the motor is presented in Fig.10.
6. Brake Performance Analysis

The goal of automotive braking system design, whether for conventional or blended systems, is to achieve a comfortable and reliable deceleration at the request of the driver. In addition, the vehicle must be brought to a stop as soon as possible in an emergency situation, while maintaining dynamic stability and controllability.

6.1 Single straight line braking

In this testing profile, the vehicle begins to decelerate from 100 km/h to 92.8 km/h in 2 seconds, then, slows down to 60.4 in 3 seconds, and finally brakes to a full stop in the next 2 seconds. The deceleration increases from 0.1g (Mild Braking) to 0.3g (Moderate Braking) to 0.9g (Emergency Braking) in three stages. Fig. 9 shows the braking forces and wheel slip versus time for the different strategies introduced in Sec. 5 and Fig. 11 plots the trajectory of the distribution of braking forces to the axles for each strategy.

As shown in Fig.11 (a) and (b), the Eco strategy distributes the required braking force to the front axle as much as possible under the limitation of laws and regulations. Most of the front braking force is supplied by the motor, which is represented by the black dotted curve. During mild braking, all the required braking force is supplied by the front-wheel regenerative brake. During moderate braking, front electric braking and rear friction braking, which is represented by the red dash-dot curve, share the increased braking force demand. Finally, during emergency braking, front friction braking (blue dash curve) increases sharply to compensate for the insufficient front braking force, due to the output torque limitation of the motor. It is apparent from Fig.12 that the purple curve strategy should be switched to the safety strategy, red
hexagram curve, to avoid any wheel locking when the front or rear braking force goes over the ‘wheel lock’ line.

Therefore, if the strategy is not already chosen as ‘Safety’, the strategy should be automatically switched to ‘Safety’ when emergency braking occurs. The braking force distribution ratios of ‘Eco’ and ‘Sport’, represented by star and triangle curves in Fig.12, are automatically switched to ‘safety’ when deceleration gets close to 0.7g. As a result, both of them have satisfactory braking performance, as demonstrated by the actual speed following the target speed in Fig.11 (c) and (e). No braking force comes from the front friction brake in the ‘Eco & Safety’ strategy before emergency braking arises, after which the distribution ratio is switched to the ‘Sport & Safety’ strategy.

There is no difference between the ‘Safety’ and ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ strategies with regard to the front/rear braking force ratio. Nevertheless, the ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ strategy differs from the ‘Safety’ strategy by introducing braking force in series mode. Firstly, the electric brake supplies braking torque as much as possible until reaching its limitation, then, compensation is made by hydraulic friction braking on the front wheels to meet the driver’s deceleration demand.

Comparing these four strategies, the safety performance of ‘Eco’ (no switching) strategy is the worst. It cannot stop the vehicle in a satisfied distance in an emergency case due to the wheel locking, although it can recover the most kinetic energy. Because the ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ strategy always guarantees front and rear wheels lock simultaneously, it has the best safety performance and doesn’t need to take the risk of strategy switching failure, like ‘Eco & Safety’ or ‘Sport & Safety’. Furthermore, it has a higher utilization rate of electric braking than ‘Sport & Safety’, because the electric brake is strictly restricted to a certain level. The ‘Eco & Safety’ strategy has the highest energy recovery rate and an excellent decelerating stability. However, the potential risk of failure switching between two strategies demands extra attention.

(a) Braking force distribution in Eco strategy            (b) Slip ratio in front & rear wheels for (a)
(c) Braking force distribution in Eco & Safety strategy (d) Slip ratio in front & rear wheels for (c)

(e) Braking force distribution in Sport & Safety strategy  (f) Slip ratio in front & rear wheels for (e)
Figure 11: Straight line braking force distribution and wheel slip ratios for: (a) and (b) Eco strategy; (c) and (d) Eco & Safety strategy; (e) and (f) Sport & Safety strategy; and (g) and (h) Safety strategy.

Figure 12: Front/Rear braking force distribution ratios for different strategies

6.2 The cooperation of ABS, EBD and RBS

In traditional ICE vehicles, to ensure the maximum braking force is available and to avoid wheel slipping, driver assistance systems are integrated into the vehicle such as ABS and EBD. The implementation relies on the hydraulic accumulators and actuators to work corporately with a complex relationship. In brief, the EBD supplies appropriate forces to help vehicle running on the initial intended path, while the ABS stands by ready to prevent any wheel lock. However, with an RBS seeking braking energy recovery, the strategies and intervention time of hydraulic brake systems may change.

Deceleration rates varying braking and Split Mu braking shows big challenges for blended braking strategy design. In this paper, the safety-oriented cooperation of RBS, ABS and EBD is analyzed and proposed, without going into the details of ABS or EBD.

6.2.1 RBS with EBD

When the deceleration intention is detected from the brake pedal in RBS, the motor begins to apply braking torque on the front wheels; meanwhile, pressure is established in the rear wheels for (g)
hydraulic actuator to decelerate the rear wheels. The braking force variation on the front and rear wheels, which is usually implemented by tuning the hydraulic accumulator and actuators, now can be provided by the motor from the viewpoint of energy recovery.

Fig. 13 shows how the additional load affects braking performance and how a shorter stopping distance is achieved by RBS & EBD acting jointly. The variations of braking force distribution for normal load and added load with/without EBD are demonstrated by bar indicators. According to Fig. 4, EBD should distribute more braking force on the front wheel to offset the load transfer and avoid rear wheels locking. In contrast, when the vehicle is loaded with passengers or goods in back rows, EBD automatically detects and redistributes more braking force on the rear wheels to utilize the increased available friction force, as demonstrated in Fig. 13-2A. However, the real distribution ratio is kept as the previous one from the viewpoint of energy recovery, instead of increasing rear braking force and reducing front braking force immediately, at the cost of a longer stop distance (Fig. 13-2B). However, this only happens in mild braking ($a<0.3g$). Stopping distance becomes the top concern when braking intention is detected stronger ($a>0.3g$). The braking force distribution is rebalanced to take full advantage of load transfer. Rear mechanical braking force is increased, at the same time, reducing front mechanical braking and keeping motor braking, or reducing motor braking if there is no mechanical brake on the front wheels.

The rebalance and detection procedures are described in the flowchart (Fig. 9).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Driver Only</th>
<th>Motor + Mech</th>
<th>Mech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2A. Loaded (With EBD)</td>
<td>Motor + Mech (-)</td>
<td>Mech ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B. Loaded (Without EBD)</td>
<td>Motor + Mech</td>
<td>Mech</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Stopping Distance**

Figure 13: RBS Cooperate with EBD
6.2.2 RBS with ABS

ABS becomes involved when emergency braking is activated. ABS reduces the pressure in the hydraulic brake actuator of the wheel that is tending to lock. However, there are two different preconditions for the blended braking system when ABS operates:

1. Emergency braking starts from driving
2. Emergency braking starts from an existing braking event

In case 1, emergency braking usually needs a great deal of force. Using RBS alone would generate high instantaneous current in the motor, which can’t be taken by the battery. Given HBS has higher reliability, hydraulic ABS is given the highest priority, which means motor braking does not participate in emergency braking in this situation.

In case 2, there is already some level of regenerative braking before the braking turns to strong. With respect to safety, keeping the existed regenerative braking and using mechanical braking to supply the rest of required braking force is the best choice. The detail of this strategy and the testing result is included in Fig.9 and Fig.14.

![Figure 14: Emergency braking force distribution when motor torque is kept](image)

6.3 Gear Shift during Braking

Unlike the conventional HBS, in which the braking force goes from the brake pedal to master cylinder, hydraulic actuator, and calipers, then, directly to the wheels, electric braking goes through transmissions and differentials, then acts on the driven half shafts, which are connected to each wheel. On the one hand, regenerative braking from the motor may be
insufficient when the vehicle is running at high speed with smaller gear ratio, as shown in Fig. 5.

On the other hand, the torque interruption introduced by gear shifting can result in a serious potential safety issue, especially for emergency braking. Although the interruption, also known as ‘shifting torque hole’ (Fig. 15), is very short in DCT, it can still be felt and can send the wrong message to the drivers, which may cause them to take unnecessary corrective measures.

Theoretically, there are two potential solutions:

1) Lock out the shifting function and use the mechanical brake to supply the rest of the required braking force;

2) Use mechanical braking to supply the reduced torque during shifting, but reinstate the motor braking torque after shifting.

Figure 15: Clutch pressure variation during shifting

Obviously, the second solution can recapture more braking energy by giving regenerative braking more opportunities to participate. However, it also needs a more complicated control algorithm and a higher precision in monitoring of HBS and RBS. When the shifting requirement occurs in emergency braking, considering the safety risk and energy recovery potential from emergency braking over a short period, solution 1 is the favored choice for market products. However, when the shifting requirement occurs in long-downhill road with a moderate braking, a downshifting should be allowed to increase the energy recovery rate.
6.4 Braking in Typical Cycles

The following chart, Fig.16, demonstrates the braking force distribution on the front (friction & regenerative braking) and rear wheels in different strategies. The various distribution ratios result in some fluctuations of total braking force for strategies in each driving cycle.

For the ‘Eco’ strategy, the required braking force in NEDC, HWFET and JP1015 never exceeds the threshold of ECE R-13 regulation, so all the braking force is supplied by the motor. The two US city cycles, UDDS and LA-92, have a more aggressive braking event, and both need rear friction braking to meet the requirement of ECE R-13.

The ‘Sport’ strategy deliberately limits the motor’s braking ability to a safe and low level, as described in Sec 5.4. Consequently, the front and rear mechanical friction braking accounts for most of the braking, rather than regenerative braking, in all driving cycles.

The motor has the priority and sufficient ability in the ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ strategy to meet the front axle braking force requirement, causing a higher utilization rate of regenerative braking. Meanwhile, the lowest likelihood of wheel locking is guaranteed by the ‘Ideal’ braking force distribution ratio. Friction braking on the front wheels plays no role in typical driving cycle deceleration in this strategy. Because motor has the sufficient ability to meet the total front axle braking force requirement.

![Figure 16: Braking force distribution for strategies in driving cycles](image-url)
Eq.17 is used to evaluate the braking energy recovery potential of strategies. The comparison of potential braking energy recovery rates in driving cycles is present in Fig.17. Thanks to the bigger capacity of motor and battery in BEV, comparing to HEV, and the moderate driving cycles, most of braking requirements can be covered by motor alone in ‘Eco & Safety’ strategy. Consequently, the energy recovery rates in this strategy are almost 100%, except some higher deceleration braking events in UDDS, LA92, and HWFET needing a complementary friction braking. Subject to the distribution ratio of front and rear braking force in ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ strategy, energy recovery rates of different cycles are all around 55%. Regarding to Fig.16, motor supplies all the required braking force on front axle. ‘Sport & Safety’ strategy achieves the highest motor failure tolerance at the cost of lowest energy recovery rates, 10% for all the cycles.

\[
\text{Energy Recovery Rate} = \frac{\text{Regenerative Braking Energy}}{\text{Total Braking Energy}}
\]

Figure 17: Braking energy recovery potential of strategies in each cycle

In the industry, battery energy recovery rate is widely accepted as the evaluation criterion of the regenerative braking system. The rate is defined as the ratio of the battery input energy from braking and the battery output energy for driving:

\[
Q_{re} = \frac{E_{bat_{IN}}}{E_{bat_{OUT}}}
\]
Table 1 shows a comparison of energy recovery rates for different driving cycles. Comparing the driving cycles, in columns, one observes that more energy can be recaptured in aggressive city cycles, UDDS and LA92, than others. The reason JP1015 has the highest recovery rate is that the required driving energy is bigger, compared to the recovered energy from braking. On the contrary, the recovery rate of HWFET is the lowest one.

Table 1: Energy recovery rates in term of driving cycles, plus motor failure tolerance, with + indicating a higher tolerance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Recovery Rates</th>
<th>NEDC</th>
<th>UDDS</th>
<th>HWFET</th>
<th>LA92</th>
<th>JP1015</th>
<th>Controllability Lost Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety (Motor Priority)</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco &amp; Safety</td>
<td>25.3%</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
<td>32.9%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport &amp; Safety</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the strategies, in rows, safety risk is included to demonstrate a general evaluation of wheel locking possibility. ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ is the baseline and has the highest avoidance of wheels lock. The highest energy recovery rate is achieved in ‘Eco’ because the required braking force rarely reaches the threshold of ECE R-13(H) regulation in all testing cycles, in other words, braking is supplied by the motor alone for most of the time. However, as more braking force is distributed to the front axle, the front wheels’ locking point will arise earlier. Safety-oriented Sports strategy results in much lower energy recovery rate, all under 4%, due to the fixed ratio of front friction and regenerative braking.

Summarizing the strategies’ performance, ‘Eco’ is the winner for energy recovery, although it has an earlier wheel lock threshold and higher risk of insufficient motor braking torque. ‘Sport’ mode can keep the vehicle decelerating as demanded, no matter what the motor speed and gear number, or even a motor fault happens. However, the braking energy recovery rate is the lowest. ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ has an excellent braking performance in terms of wheel locking, and at the same time, has a satisfactory energy recovery rate.

7. Experimental Results

The integrated powertrain-testing rig incorporates a BLDC motor and controller, a differential included two-speed DCT, wheels, flywheels and a dynamometer, as shown in Fig.18. The motor is a UNIQ UQM_PowerPhase125 with ratings as given in Table 1.A in the Appendix. The UNIQ UQM_PowerPhase125 motor controller is supplied by a custom-built 380 V DC supply, which is bidirectional, i.e. can supply or absorb power. A 380 V, 72 Ah battery bank is to be also installed [43]. Its energy capacity of 20 kWh can be considered typical of a BEV. The vehicle inertia is
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supplied by four flywheels in the testing rig to simulate a 1500kg whole vehicle mass. This inertia stores kinetic energy in the flywheels, simulating a road vehicle driving at some linear speed. By using these flywheels the dynamic behavior of the vehicle can be simulated accurately in a controlled laboratory. Additional external resistance force, such as dynamic aerodynamic drag and roll resistances in the driving cycles, is generated by an eddy current dynamometer. HWFET and NEDC cycles are selected in this study to consist of a combined driving cycle to simulate consumers’ daily driving conditions.

Figure 18: Vehicle powertrain testing rig

The maximum decelerations in different driving cycles are presented in Table 2. The highest deceleration, $2.2 \text{ m/s}^2 = 0.22g$ appearing in the LA-92 cycle, is far from the wheel-lock deceleration thresholds, represented by the two red dotted curves in Fig.6. Therefore, RBS can theoretically meet all the braking force requirements. Aiming at studying the energy recovery maximum potential and testing the motor braking safety performance, ‘Eco’ strategies are selected in these two cycles to be experimentally validated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NEDC</th>
<th>UDDS</th>
<th>JP-1015</th>
<th>HWFET</th>
<th>LA 92</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max Deceleration (g)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Fig.19, the vehicle can be decelerated and stopped as required by regenerative motor braking alone in both cycles. The negative current generated by the motor (acting as a generator) never exceeds 90 Amps. Therefore, according to the specifications of 72 Ah battery
[43], which has maximum charging current more than 180 Amps, this charging current can be easily absorbed.

Figure 19: Motor current and vehicle speed for ‘Eco’ mode in: a) NEDC and b) HWFET cycles

Fig.20 & Fig.21 compare the SOC for the powertrain with and without the regenerative braking in one NEDC or HWFET cycle. We can see that the motor has sufficient ability to meet the requirement of normal braking in daily use. Significant benefits, 23.3% and 14.1% energy recovery rates for NEDC and HWFET respectively, are achieved by inclusion of regenerative braking in the ‘Eco’ strategy experimental testing.

Figure 20: SOC and motor torque in NEDC cycle for ‘Eco’ mode over: a) the full cycle; and b) the final 100 s
Figure 21: SOC and motor torque in HWFET cycle for ‘Eco’ mode over: a) the full cycle; and b) the final 25 s

8. Energy Recovery and Cost Saving Analysis

8.1 The cost saving in braking energy recovery

According to the test results in Sec.7 and the battery specification in Table.1A (Appendix), the recaptured braking energy in one NEDC and HWFET cycle by ‘Eco & Safety’ strategy are calculated and shown in Table.3. The measured battery energy recovery rates were approximately 10% below the simulated rates given in Fig.1, which can be considered good agreement.

Table 3: Recovered braking energy and mileage per NEDC and HWFET cycle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NEDC</th>
<th>HWFET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mileage per cycle (MPC)</td>
<td>11.0 km</td>
<td>16.5 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumed energy (with no regenerative braking)</td>
<td>1.888 kWh</td>
<td>2.326 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumed energy per km (CPK)</td>
<td>0.1716 kWh/km</td>
<td>0.141 kWh/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recaptured energy in braking by ‘Eco &amp; Safety’</td>
<td>0.44 kWh</td>
<td>0.328 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovered braking energy per km (RPK)</td>
<td>0.04 kWh/km</td>
<td>0.0199 kWh/km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery energy recovery rate ( Q_{re} )</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Daily driving conditions are mixed for commuters. A particular testing cycle may have a good braking energy recovery rate but may not reflect the real performance correctly [44]. Therefore, a combined driving cycle is specially designed, according to the requirement of Environment Protection Agency (EPA) of United States, to make the testing more authentic and reliable in this study. The combined cycle combines the city and highway cycles, i.e. NEDC and HWFET, with 43% and 57% weightings for the distance spent in each cycle respectively [45] [ref]. The reasonable consumed and recaptured braking energy per km of a combined driving, i.e. $C_{\text{PK\_Combined}}$ and $R_{\text{PK\_Combined}}$, are shown in Eq.19 and Eq.20, comparing to 0.12 kWh/km in an average cycle and ranging from 0.1 – 0.16 kWh/km for individual cycles [46].

\[
C_{\text{PK\_Combined}} = \frac{1}{\frac{0.57}{C_{\text{PK\_HWFET}}} + \frac{0.43}{C_{\text{PK\_NEDC}}}} = \frac{1}{\frac{0.57}{141.0} + \frac{0.43}{171.6}} = 0.1527 \text{ kWh/km} \tag{19}
\]

\[
R_{\text{PK\_Combined}} = \frac{1}{\frac{0.57}{R_{\text{PK\_HWFET}}} + \frac{0.43}{R_{\text{PK\_NEDC}}}} = \frac{1}{\frac{0.57}{19.9} + \frac{0.43}{40}} = 0.0254 \text{ kWh/km} \tag{20}
\]

The total mileage per charge for EV without regenerative braking is:

\[
\text{Range}_{\text{without\_Regen}} = \frac{C_B \times V_B}{C_{\text{PK\_Combined}}} = \frac{72 \times 380}{152.7} = 179.2 \text{ km} \tag{21}
\]

The total mileage per charge with regenerative braking is:

\[
\text{Range}_{\text{with\_Regen}} = \frac{C_B \times V_B}{C_{\text{PK\_Combined}} - R_{\text{PK\_Combined}}} = \frac{72 \times 380}{152.7 - 25.4} = 215 \text{ km} \tag{22}
\]

Therefore, the rate of extended mileage per charge with same battery for vehicle equipped with regenerative braking is:

\[
\text{Extended\_Mileage\_Rate} = \frac{\text{Range}_{\text{with\_Regen}} - \text{Range}_{\text{without\_Regen}}}{\text{Range}_{\text{without\_Regen}}} = 20.0\% \tag{23}
\]

In term of battery capacity, the reduced requirement for the same travel distance, 188 km, is:

\[
C_{\text{reducea}} = \text{Range}_{\text{without\_Regen}} \times R_{\text{PK\_Combined}} = 188 \times 25.4 = 4.8 \text{ kWh} \tag{24}
\]

The energy consumed per 100 km with and without regenerative braking respectively in specification Table 1A are:

\[
\text{No\ Regen: } 152.7 \times 100 = 15.27 \text{ kWh} \tag{25}
\]
Fig. 22 clearly demonstrates the braking energy recovery benefit, regarding to the driving range improvement and energy consuming minimizing. Top left three points, representing BEV with regenerative braking, have a longer driving range per charge and lower energy consuming rates (kWh/100 km), comparing to bottom right three points without energy recovering. Specific to cycles, highway cycle has the best performance, and city cycle consumes more energy. This graph also validates the effectiveness of representing two different kinds cycles for combined cycle.

Figure 22: Driving range and energy utilization benefit of braking energy recovering

A typical passenger vehicle will travel a lifetime mileage of 250000 km according to [47] or 208000 km according to the product of the typical annual average travel of 18240 km per year [48] times the typical 11.4 years average vehicle life [49]. Considering that the powertrain of an EV is more reliable and simpler than that of the traditional vehicle, having a more robust motor and no gearbox or a simple 2-3 speed gearbox, 250000 km lifetime mileage is taken in this paper. Additionally, the charging efficiency with Level 2 standard voltage is 81% [50], as a result of same 90% efficiency for both plug-in charger and lithium-ion battery charge/discharge [51].

The total expected electricity energy saved by regenerative braking with ‘Eco’ strategy in the whole life cycle is:

$$E_{save} = \frac{RPK_{Combined} \times Range_{lifetime}}{Charging\ Eff} = \frac{0.0254 \times 250000}{0.81} = 7840 \text{ kWh}$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)
Since the limited electricity energy in the battery can be replenished by regenerative braking, significant cost saving can be achieved by reducing the required capacity of this expensive power source. The prices given in Table 4 are based on data and results from laboratory and industry [52–55]:

Table 4: Manufacturing cost and retail price of EV basic parts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle component</th>
<th>Cost (US $)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery manufacture</td>
<td>$ 400/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMS, power electronics, etc.*</td>
<td>$ 238/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery pack final cost (incl. margin and warranty)</td>
<td>$ 800/kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average electricity cost (in Australia)</td>
<td>$ 0.3/kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This part includes battery management system (BMS), power electronics, connections, cell support, housing and temperature control. The estimated battery charge/discharge cycles in vehicle lifetime span with deep (80%) / swallow (45%) depth of discharge (DOD) are calculated in Eq.28 and Eq.29:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Without Regen} & \quad \text{Cycle}_{50\%\text{DOD}} = \frac{250000/100 \times 15.27}{72 \times 380/1000} \times \frac{1}{50\%} = 2791 \\
& \quad \text{Cycle}_{80\%\text{DOD}} = \frac{250000/100 \times 15.27}{40 \times 380/1000} \times \frac{1}{80\%} = 1744 \\
\text{With Regen} & \quad \text{Cycle}_{50\%\text{DOD}} = \frac{250000/100 \times 12.73}{40 \times 380/1000} \times \frac{1}{50\%} = 2326 \\
& \quad \text{Cycle}_{80\%\text{DOD}} = \frac{250000/100 \times 12.73}{40 \times 380/1000} \times \frac{1}{80\%} = 1454
\end{align*}
\]

The reduced charging/discharging cycles in different DOD by regenerative braking are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Cycle}_{\text{Save}50\%\text{DOD}} &= 2791 - 2326 = 465 \\
\text{Cycle}_{\text{Save}80\%\text{DOD}} &= 1744 - 1454 = 290
\end{align*}
\]

The lifetime cycles of a typical lithium-ion battery are 3200 and 18000 for deep and swallow DOD respectively at room temperature (25°C) [56]. However, the lifetime cycles are not only related...
to DOD, also subjected to operating temperature and chemical materials. With the increasing working temperature, higher DOD and discharging rate, the life cycles declines to lower than 1000 [57–59]. Additionally, considering the 5-8 years battery calendar year life span[57,60,61], it is inevitable for battery EV to replace the battery pack at least one time during the whole vehicle life. There is no doubt that regenerative braking can improve the battery life in terms of cycles/calendar year aging, however, the reduced charging/discharging cycles are not enough to save a whole battery pack.

In summary, the costs saving in electricity fee and battery pack by ‘Eco’ strategy are:

\[
Electricity_{\text{save}} = 7840 \times 0.3 = 2352 \text{ (USD)}
\]

\[
BatteryPack_{\text{save}} = 800 \times 4.8 = 3840 \text{ (USD)}
\]

8.2 The cost saving in braking equipment maintenance

Comparing to the mechanical parts in traditional vehicles, electrical components such as traction motors require little maintenance. The estimated overall maintenance costs for a BEV is approximately 70% of an equivalent ICE vehicle [62]. Specific to the RBS, the unique advantage is the durability and high-temperature resistance compared to friction braking system. Whatever the materials selected for brake disk and pad, wear and deformation are inevitable, and failure is a fatality risk. Motor electric braking eliminates all these potential risks by directly applying negative torque on rotating shafts.

Depending on the vehicle type, brake pad materials, driving routes and operating environment, the average pad life varies from 28400 km to 33800 km [63]. Considering the emergency braking produces more wear than usual, ten brake pad replacements for whole 250000 km vehicle life is regarded as a reasonable assumption in this paper.

The cost of brake pads and rotors, which are presented in the following table, can be obtained from quotes on the web [64,65]. The rotors can last 2-3 sets of pads before needing replacement. The share of friction braking and motor braking for ‘Sport’ and ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ strategies are roughly 15/85 and 50/50, based on the Fig.16 and Eq.17, which are used to calculate the required brake pads/rotors and cost respectively. Additionally, one extra pair of brake pads are added to each blended braking strategy for emergency braking.

Table 5: Friction brake applications and pedal replacement cost (US $)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Friction brake only</th>
<th>‘Eco’</th>
<th>‘Safety (Motor Priority)’</th>
<th>‘Sport’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of replaced pads</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'Eco'</td>
<td>'Safety (Motor Priority)'</td>
<td>'Sport'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Fee</td>
<td>$14139</td>
<td>$12963 (Approx.)</td>
<td>$13786 (Approx.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Pack</td>
<td>$21888</td>
<td>$19968 (Approx.)</td>
<td>$21312 (Approx.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake Pads</td>
<td>$3500</td>
<td>$2100</td>
<td>$3150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake Rotors</td>
<td>$840</td>
<td>$420</td>
<td>$630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$40367</td>
<td>$35451</td>
<td>$38878</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Average value is used based on the reference data*

Finally, the total cost of BEVs based on different braking architectures and strategies are demonstrated in Table 6:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Friction Brake Only</th>
<th>'Eco'</th>
<th>'Safety (Motor Priority)'</th>
<th>'Sport'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electricity Fee</td>
<td>$14139</td>
<td>$11787</td>
<td>$12963 (Approx.)</td>
<td>$13786 (Approx.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Pack</td>
<td>$21888</td>
<td>$18048</td>
<td>$19968 (Approx.)</td>
<td>$21312 (Approx.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake Pads</td>
<td>$3500</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td>$2100</td>
<td>$3150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake Rotors</td>
<td>$840</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$420</td>
<td>$630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$40367</td>
<td>$30185</td>
<td>$35451</td>
<td>$38878</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effectiveness of ‘Eco & Safety’ strategy is validated in both city and highway cycles in this experiment, expect rare emergency braking. Therefore, the ‘Eco & Safety’ strategy can be used to evaluate the economic benefit of regenerative braking in daily commuting, comparing to conventional friction braking. The economic benefit of different blended braking strategies is shown in Fig.23, regarding to ‘fuel’ cost and mechanical maintenance cost. As shown in Fig.23, more than one fourth of total cost, including brake system maintenance and electricity, can be saved by braking energy recovering in ‘Eco & Safety’ strategy. The figures for ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ and ‘Sport & Safety’ are 12% and 4% respectively.
9. Summary

This paper commenced by reporting the significant kinetic energy recovery potential in daily driving. The structure and advantage of front driven EV, especially for braking energy recovery, were discussed in detail. The factors which restrict blended braking were analyzed to determine the available regenerative braking from the motor, the ratio of motor and friction braking and the ratio of front and rear braking. Then, three blended braking strategies, ‘Eco’, ‘Sport’ and ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ with their characteristics, were proposed, the latter optimizing braking energy recovery and improving braking performance simultaneously. A ‘motor fault insurance’ strategy was developed to avoid any unexpected and fatal error in motor braking system.

Several braking testing maneuvers were used in this paper to test the possible safety issues, which may be caused by redistributing the braking force between the front/rear axles in a mechanical/regenerative braking system. The feasible solutions are analyzed and included in the specially designed algorithms. In a straight line braking test, the details of the braking force distribution between the front and rear wheels from the motor and hydraulic system are given in figures. Split Mu testing examined the influence on a blended braking strategy from load transfer, cornering and the road condition changing during emergency braking. A cooperation algorithm of RBS, EBD and ABS is proposed to provide safe, efficient blended braking. The possible braking torque interruption risk introduced by gear shifting is avoided by this specially designed strategy. The share of front/rear friction braking and motor regenerative braking in strategies for typical driving cycles were presented in charts. Consequently, the braking energy recovery rates for different driving cycles were calculated.
The performance of the ‘Eco’ blended braking strategy has been experimentally verified in driving cycles by an integrated powertrain testing bench in the Lab. Thanks to the powerful motor and relatively small required braking force, most of the braking events were covered by motor regenerative braking alone in both city and highway cycles. In other words, the motor, especially for BEV, has sufficient ability to meet the braking requirement in the daily use. Specifically, 23.3% and 14.1% energy recovery rates, for NEDC and HWFET respectively, were achieved by the powertrain with regenerative braking in ‘Eco’ mode in experimental testing. These figures were approximately 10% below the calculated values, representing good agreement between the simulation and the measurements.

Initial manufacture and daily-use cost savings by RBS were analyzed and compared to evaluate the three strategies. The outcomes show that vehicle equipped with RBS can achieve a longer driving range per charge, a lower ‘fuel’ cost and a lower battery pack price with same target driving range, and lower maintenance cost. In term of vehicle lifetime, savings of approximately US$10k in ‘Eco’, US$4-5k in ‘Safety (Motor Priority)’ and US$1-2k in ‘Sport’ are expected respectively, considering that friction braking is always required in all strategies for emergency braking.

In summary, the three blended braking strategies not only improve braking performance, enabling adaptive braking force control, shorter stopping distance when the load is changing, and seamless transfer within RBS, EBD and ABS, but they also save customer’s money.
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The summaries of vehicle specifications in powertrain testing rig are presented in Table 1A:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>Vehicle mass (incl. battery)</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δm</td>
<td>Equivalent mass (incl. Rotation part)</td>
<td>1.1m</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Tire radius</td>
<td>0.3125</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i&lt;sub&gt;g&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Gear ratio</td>
<td>8.45/5.36</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&lt;sub&gt;R&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Coefficient of rolling resistance</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h&lt;sub&gt;g&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Height of centre of mass</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Length of wheelbase</td>
<td>2.675</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Length of front axle centre of mass</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Length of rear axle centre of mass</td>
<td>1.476</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ</td>
<td>Road incline</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&lt;sub&gt;D&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Aerodynamic Drag coefficient</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Vehicle frontal area</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>Vehicle speed</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;peak&lt;/sub&gt;/T&lt;sub&gt;rated&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Motor peak/rated output torque</td>
<td>300/150</td>
<td>Nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;peak&lt;/sub&gt;/P&lt;sub&gt;rated&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Motor peak/rated output power</td>
<td>125/45</td>
<td>Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n&lt;sub&gt;peak&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Max speed of peak torque</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Max motor speed</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;bat&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Battery voltage</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{bat}</td>
<td>Battery capacity</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Ah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E_{bat}</td>
<td>Battery energy content</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Definitions/Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEV</td>
<td>Battery Electric Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>Dual Clutch Transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Automatic Transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMT</td>
<td>Automated Manual Transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVT</td>
<td>Continuously Variable Transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCU</td>
<td>Vehicle Control Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>Anti-Lock Brake System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBD</td>
<td>Electro Control Brake Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBS</td>
<td>Regenerative Brake System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>State of Charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPC</td>
<td>Mileage per cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPK</td>
<td>Consumed energy per km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPK</td>
<td>Recovered braking energy per km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>